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MBTI Introvert vs Extrovert: How Energized



MBTI iNtuitive vs Sensing: Intake Information



MBTI Thinkers vs Feelers: Make Decisions



MBTI Judging vs Percieving:Organize/Act
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MBTI Stats & Types
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MBTI Characters: Harry Potter

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/745486544547519426/


MBTI Characters: Avengers

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/2674081017272473/


MBTI Characters: Princess

https://fictionalcharactermbti.tumblr.com/image/139227737677


MBTI: Your Brain
Faesit/Exploration
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MBTI Brain
Faesit/Exploration
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MBTI: Temperament
~Is a natural disposition
~The way you see the world
~What you value & believe
~How you think, act & feel



MBTI: SJ Duty Seeker
S: Focuses on facts and reality
J: wants things settled and decided

At their Best: Reliable, organized, focuses on 
the task at hand, conscientious, and 
hardworking

At their Worst: Judgemental, controlling, 
inflexible, and close minded

SJ’s are realistic, practical, and responsible. 
They like traditions, customs, & laws. They are 
fully in charge of their responsibility. They 
generally don’t like surprises. They are loyal 
and faithful partners.

How to get along with SJ:
-Express regret if you have done 
something wrong.  They like to hear, 
“i’m sorry.”
-Appreciate their thoroughness, 
industry, loyalty, and willingness to 
take on responsibility.
-Be specific and practical.  They value 
common sense and may be impatient 
with vague theories
-Don’t try to force them into new 
ways of doing things



MBTI: SP Action Seeker
S: Focuses on facts and reality
P: wants things left open & settled

At their Best: Optimistic, generous, fun-loving, 
adventurous, realistic, and adaptable.

At their Worst: Hyperactive, impatient, 
impulsive, and scattered.

SP’s enjoy the here and now. At work they are 
practical pragmatic & resourceful. They like risk 
& challenge. Enjoy a partner to share many 
experiences and adventures.  They dislike 
lectures.

How to get along with SP:
-Don’t try to change them or tell them 
what to do
-Don’t overwhelm them with lots of 
issues.
-Give them freedom
-Join in their many activities and 
adventures
-Appreciate their enthusiasm and 
optimism



MBTI: NT Knowledge Seekers
N: Focuses on visions & possibilities
T: Decides according to objective, logical 
principles

At their Best: Innovative, inquisitive, analytical, 
bright, independent, witty & competent.

At their Worst: Arrogant, cynical, distant, & 
self-righteous.

NT’s value competency, prize intelligence in 
themselves and others, understand and 
synthesize complex information, enjoy new 
ways of doing things, come across as 
know-it-alls, live for their work & intellectual 
pursuits.

How to get along with NT:
-Appreciate their objectivity
-Respect their need for autonomy & 
independence
-Engage in interesting intellectual 
conversation
-Don’t be afraid to debate them
-If you value their wisdom & advise, 
let them know



MBTI: NJ Ideal Seekers
N: Focuses on visions & possibilities
F: Decides according to personal values

At their Best: Compassionate, warm, loyal, 
helpful, idealistic, & genuine.

At their Worst: hypersensitive, overly 
emotional, judgmental, impractical, unrealistic, 
& self-absorbed.

NF’s direct their iNtuition towards 
understanding themselves & others. Tend to 
have a vision of an ideal world & work to creat 
that ideal world.  Like working in a friendly, 
conflict-free environment. Mentally stimulated 
with coming up with new ideas & solutions.

How to get along with NF:
-They enjoy romance & attention, give 
them cards, gifts, compliments
-Appreciate them for their deep love
-Encourage them to follow their 
personal creative pursuits
-Be understanding of their need to 
process & express their feelings
-Don’t judge them for changing moods


